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We analyze schemes for performing quantum nondemolition (QND} measurements in optical cav-
ities. We consider three schemes: (1) measurement of a quadrature phase amplitude using a para-
metric process, (2) measurement of a quadrature phase amplitude using the optical Kerr effect in a
nonlinear 6ber, and (3) measurement of the photon number also using the Kerr effect in a Aber. %e
show that in the second scheme an enhancement of the QND effect may be obtained by making the
cavity finesse for the signal larger than that for the probe.
I. INTRODUCTION
The act of measurement may add quantum noise to a
signal. There is a class of measurements known as quan-
tum nondemolition (QND) measurements for which the
back action noise arising from the measurement may be
evaded. ' A number of quantum nondemolition schemes
have been suggested in an optical context. Approximate
QND schemes in parametric amplifiers and frequency
converters have been analyzed by Milburn, Lane, and
Walls. An exact QND scheme using a combination of a
parametric amplifier and a frequency converter has been
analyzed by Hillery and Scully and by Yurke. These
schemes involved a measurement of the quadrature phase
amplitude of the Geld. An experimental demonstration of
a QND measurement of the quadrature phase of an opti-
cal field has been given by Levenson et al. using four
wave mixing in optical fibers. Different QND schemes to
measure photon number using four-wave mixing have
been suggested by Milburn and %alls and Imoto, Haus,
and Yamomoto.
In this paper we shall analyze QND measurements in
optical cavities considering (i) a two-mode interaction us-
ing a X' ' nonlinearity, (ii) a four-mode interaction using a
X' ' nonlinearity, and (iii) a photon number scheme using
a g' ' nonlinearity.
II. TWO-MODE QND MEASUREMENT
IN PARAMETRIC SYSTEMS
Consider two modes of the electromagnetic field cou-
pled together by a parametric interaction. %'e assume
the coupling is described by the Hamiltonian '
II=A—X, Y, ,2
where X1 and Y, are quadrature phase amplitudes
defined by
X, =a+a', (2.2a)
X~= i (a —a ),
9, =b+b
i ( b b—), —
(2.2b)
(2.2c)
(2.2d)
~OUT X IN1 1 7
Y IN+6~ IN2 2
(2.3a)
where 6 is the gain of the device.
If the nonlinear crystal is placed inside an optical cavi-
ty the result of a narrow band analysis shows that the
gain is enhanced by the cavity finesse. The gain in Eq.
(2.3b) becomes 6', where 6'=46/y with y related to
the transmission coeScient of the end mirror of the cavi-
ty.
%e now give a wideband analysis of this measurement
scheme in an optical cavity. Our treatment will be based
on that of Gardiner and Collett (see also Ref. 9). In an
where a, b are the annihilation operators for the two
modes. This Hamiltonian could describe a crystal with a
7' ' nonlinearity driven at two frequencies co, =~, +co&
and md —~, —mb with equal coupling strength for the
frequency conversion and arnplification process. Alterna-
tively it could describe sequential frequency conversion
and parametric amplification as described by Yurke,
The variable X, is a QND observable since it commutes
with the Hamiltonian and hence satisfies the back action
evading criterion. Mode a is taken to be the signal, and
we wish to measure the signal quadrature phase X1. This
is achieved by measuring the quadrature phase Y2 of
mode b. The input and output quadratures of the device
are related by
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interaction picture defined by
—iu a at —im&b bsa0(t}=e
the Hamiltonian becomes
AH(t)=A' —X, I',2
+inc, [af', (tie ' —H. c. ]
+t'Wb[bf'bt(t)e ' —H. c.], (2.&)
where f', (t) and f'b(t) are bath operators for the cavity
losses. For a single-ended cavity the bath is simply the
radiation field outside the cavity. This external field can
be separated into an input and output contribution. The
output field is simply the Heisenberg form of the input
field as determined by the time evolution of the coupled
internal and external modes. %e assume that the input
field can be further separated into two components one
with the carrier frequency co, and another with carrier
frequency cab. These frequencies are assumed to be
suSciently widely separated that the field at carrier fre-
quency ~, drives only the cavity mode at frequency co„
while the external component at carrier frequency mb
drives only the cavity mode at frequency ~b. Let these
external input fields be represented by a' (t) and b' (t)
for which the positive frequency components are given by
' 1/2
d tsi irttsi iN( } —i cot (2.5a)
8 2' 2
[a' (co),a' (co)]=[b' (~),b' (co)]=2rt5(co —csi') .
(2.8)
The commutation relations for the bath operators are
then given by
[f (t) f' (ti )] I —icy(s —s )8 27T COg
and a similar expression for f'b ( t ). Changing the variable
to co'=co —co, and replacing +Q, by +~ in the limits of
integration (which assumes that the cavity resonances are
quite narrow), the commutation relation in Eq. (2.9)
reduces to
[f,(t), f', (t')]=e ' 5(t -t') . (2.9)
dX', (t)
dt
d f2(t)'
dt
~i (t) tc, X i (t)—, (2.10a)
Xf, (t) —$', (t)—itb Y',N(t), (2.10b)2
The approximation leading to Eq. (2.9) is equivalent to
the assumption
f', (t}=I a' (co)e ' '+H. c.dN
oo 2K
The quadrature phase operators for the cavity modes
obey the following quantum stochastic differential equa-
tions
biN( } J dco8 2'' 2
' 1/2
b iN( } i cut— (2.5b)
where
g' IN(t) 2
1540'
' 1/2
[a' (t)e ' +H. c.], (2.118)
~here 0, is the cavity-free spectral range.
Then the bath operators may be written
' 1/2
a IN())f', (t) =
'ACOa
The bandwidth of integration 8 is defined by
0, Q,
CN 4N b+
(2.6a} g oUr(t) X'', (t)=&,—~i(t) . (2.12a)
1/2
$ 2 (t)—: i — [b' (t)e ' H c ].—(2. l. lb. )
i6COb
The output fields are related to the input fields and the
cavity fields by"
f'b(t) =
b
O' N(t) . (2.6b) y o2Ur(t) y
iN(t)
~b $2(t) (2.12b)
In a Lorentzian approximation to the cavity response' "
iib =+'Yb
(2.7a}
where y, /2 and yb/2 are the cavity line widths at fre-
quencies ~, and ~b, respectively, and 0, is ihe free spec-
tral range of the cavity.
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.4) has been written on the
assumption that the amplitude of the external field has
units (s) ' while the amplitude of the internal field is di-
mensionless. VAth this choice of units the commutation
relations for the external fields are
The solution of Eq. (2.10a) is
/2)(~
~o )X,(t)=e ' 'X,
—(y / )( 2ss) ~ iN
which, for to~ —~, may be replaced by the asymptotic
result
X,(t)= —a, I e ' X', (s)ds . (2.13)
Our analysis thus ignores all initial transients.
Substituting Eqs. (2.11a) and (2.5a) into (2.13) and mak-
ing the approximation implicit in Eq. (2.9) we find
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X, (t)= —Ic, I
oo 2'
XaiN(co+co„)e ""'+H.c.
Equations (2.15a) and (2.15b) indicate that even in the ab-
sence of a nonlinear medium the empty cavity introduces
a phase shift. It is then convenient to shift the phase of
the output fields to compensate for the phase shift intro-
duced by the cavity. Thus we define
(2.14}
If we define positive and negative frequency components
of X'I ( t ) by'
XI(t)= J [x, (co)e ' '+x, (co)e' '],
x ' '(co)=
3 Q
—I, CO
2
.
. x oIUT(~),
FQ
+ltd
(2.21a)
where
x, (co):—a(co, +co)+a (co, —co),
then Eq. (2.14) requires that
ico—a{co+co,)= —Ic,a' (co+co, ) .
(2.15)
(2.16)
y; '(co)=
Vb
2
y~ OUT(~ )
Fb
+16)
(2.21b)
Proceeding in a similar way for Eq. (2.11b) we find that
T
VQ
—ECO
2
0 x i(co) K X (N}
,
y&(co)
—I 6)
2
Icby 2IN(~)
(2. 17)
where y& are the positive frequency components of P(t)
and are defined by
Then
x '"(co)=x IN(co)
~ obs( ) ~ IN{
~b
+LN
VQ
—lN
2
(2.22)
(2.23)
y2(co ) = I'[b (co,—+ co) b(co, —co)], (2.18)
and where x I (co) and y z (co) are the positive frequency
components ofX'', (t) and PizN(t).
From Eqs. (2.12a) and (2.12b) we also have
Equation (2.22) displays the QND nature of the 5'I(t)
quadrature; the corresponding positive frequency com-
ponent remains unchanged by the interaction. The signal
is determined by measuring the output "probe" $'z" (t)
or, in the frequency domain, y 2" (co). The mean signal
is
x, " (co) Ic, 0 x, (co) x ', (co)
y 2oUT(~) «b y, (~) y 2IN(~)
(2.19)
(y;"(~)) =
Xb
+lN 3 Q —LCD
2
(x ', (co)), (2.24)
'VQ
+1CO
x~ OUT( )
XQ
'
—l Cj)
2
: x IIN(~),
Eliminating the internal fields we have
(2.20a)
where we have assumed that the probe field is prepared in
such a way that (y z (co)) =0. The output quadrature
Y z (t) is measured by heterodyne detection with a local
oscillator of carrier frequency cob. The noise spectrum of
the resulting photoelectron current is determined by"
V' '(co)=(b,y ', '(co) b,y ', '(co)),
+1EO
~ oUT( )
where b, A =—A —( A ) . In this case,
V" '(co) = V™(co)+G(co) V„' {co), (2.25)
X i (0)}
VQ Vb (2.26)
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is the signal gain squared.
The signal-to-noise ratio is
6 (t())
i
(x i (co) ) i 2
V~, (~)+6'(co)V„' (co)
(2.27)
I 1&x)'(~) & I '
VIN(~ )x)
thus the observed signal reproduces the statistics of the
QND variable. This would be a "good" measurement of
the QND variable. If the gain is small a good measure-
ment may still be made by preparing the probe such that
VIN( )
that is, by preparing the probe in a squeezed state.
A measure of the QND coupling is given by the corre-
lation coeScient
(Xobs(~)tyobs(~)) (Xobs(~)t)(yobs(~))
~
2
C=
Vobs ( ) Vobs ( )XI
6 (a))V,' (co)
VIN( )+62( ) ViN( )x)
The gain is a maximum at co =0, where 6 =4X+y, yb in
agreement with the narrow band analysis of Yurke, when
both modes sre equally damped. For suSciently large
gal,
fiber. %hen all relevant four-wave mixing processes in
the presence of two strong pump waves are included, the
Hamiltonian for this coupling is the four-mode generali-
zation of the two-mode QND schemes considered in Sec.
II. The results obtained in the experiment of Levenson
et al. show a definite correlation between the QND vari-
able and the subsequent optical heterodyne detection of
the probe, but the correlation wss less than unity. In or-
der to increase the correlation and thus the signal-to-
noise ratio, we propose performing the experiment in an
optical cavity to enhance the gain.
Six modes of the field must be considered in the
description of this QND scheme. There are two strong
classical pump waves with amplitudes E, and Ey at fre-
quencies 6t)x and 6)y, respectively, and four coupled side-
band modes. Because of the nonlinear index of refraction
the slowly varying amplitudes of the pump fields evolve
according to
dE
=i (k„+2k@)E„,dt
dEy
=i (2k„+k )Edt
where the coupling constants are'
1 2'7T'6) fX(3)
~
EJ
~
2
(j =x,y) with n the linear refractive index, f a mode
overlap factor of the order of one, and 7' '=5)(10
cm erg is the third-order nonlinear susceptibility.
The sideband modes sre shifted above and below each
cavity mode at the pump frequency by the same shift
5=m Q„where m is an integer and 0, is the free spec-
tral range of the cavity. The intracavity field due to the
sidebands of the frequency m„msy be written
For vacuum input fields
6 (co)
1+6 (to)
g ( S ) —i ( CO„+5 ) tx+
—i (co„—5)E
+(2 (t)e " +H. c. , (3.1)
which, for 6 &g1, approaches unity indicating perfect
correlation. A similarly high correlation is obtained for a
squeezed input probe
where a„+ are annihilation operators for each sideband
in a frame rotating at frequencies co„+6. A similar ex-
pression may be written for the field due to the sidebands
of Q)y3,
Vy (cu) ~~1 .
IH. FOUR-MODE QND MKASURKMKNTS
IN GPTICAI. FIBERS
A QND measurement has been demonstrated in an op-
tical fiber. The coupling between the QND variable and
the probe is due to the optical Kerr efFect in an optical E„'"(t)=X,(t)cos(cu„t)+X2(t)sin(co„t), (3.3)
(3.2)
These sideband fields may be written in terms of quadra-
ture phase amplitudes defined with respect to the pump
mode frequencies. For example,
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where
JI{I ) =X„(r)e' s'+H. c. ,
X,(r) =J&(r)e'"+H o.
(3.4a)
(3.4b)
X&(&)= —I' [a„(&)—II„~(I)] . (3.5b)
Similar expressions may be written for the field E"(t).
In practice it is more convenient to work in the "pump
interaction" picture. In this frame the annihilation
operators are defined by Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) with the re-
placements
and the amplitude and phase modulation operators are
defined, respectively, as
X„(r)=a {I)+a (I), (3.5a)
co„+(k„+2k ),
co~~co +(2k, +k ) .
[X'~,X„]= 2—i,
[$'~, P.']= —2I,
(3.6a)
(3.6b)
with all other commutators zero. In reference frame
defined above the dynamics of the operators X'„,X'&, 9„,
and 9& is determined by the Hamiltonian
In this way we take account of the linear phase shifts in-
duced by the pump fields. In what follows we implicitly
assume we are working in this frame.
The commutation relations for the operators defined in
Eqs. (3.5a) and (3.5b) are
+-,'(X'„|.'„' —X,r„' + $'„r,' +H. c. )
J
(3.7)
The operator f'G describes the phase noise produced by
light scattering in the fiber, ' and U is a polarization
correlation factor ' (1&U&0). The operators f'„, f'„,
, and I describe the coupling of the sideband modes
to the external modes of the cavity. As in Sec. I these
operators may be written in terms of the input fields at
co„+5and co +5
—4vk yb /2—
0 0
—2k„
The quantum stochastic differentia equations are
'
—y/2 0 0 0
—2k 0
dr $'„ —yI /2 0
0 —4uk —y, /2
i /2
f'.,(I)=~, a!;(I)
J
(3.9)
f', (t)=i[f' +(t)e '"'.""—f'. (t)e" J'"], (3.8a)
f' (I):[f' (t)e —' '+. +f' (I)e' "' . ], (3 Sb) X
X~
x„J'„N
~, $',IN+f', ~z,
~
f' IN
~„X~'+f'G
~
z„~
(3.1 1)
with j =(x,y), and where where we have defined k =Qk„k . Note that we have
assumed that the carrier frequencies of all external modes
are resonant with the appropriate cavity mode. Equation
(3.11) is of the form
are the positive frequency components of the input 6eld
at carrier frequencies co +5. As in Sec. I,
Z(I)= MP(r—)+—8 .dt (3.12)
(3.10)
where y, /2 and y /2 are the widths of the cavity reso-
nances at m +6 and m +5, respectively. A key assump-
tion in the derivation of Eq. (3.7) is that the frequency
shifts ~„—co„and 6 are such that all four-wave mixing
processes involving only the six modes indicated are
phase matched.
We shall take X'„as the QND variable of the signal
which we measure by making measurements on
Thus we regard the sideband Seld at m as the probe 6eld.
oo deZ(I)= [z(co)e ' '+zt(co)e'"'] .0 2& (3.13)
%'e then find
z(co) =(M ice) 'b(co—),
where b(co) is the positive frequency component of 8(t),
and
To solve these equations we proceed as in Sec. II by writ-
ing Z(t) in terms of positive and negative frequency com-
ponents
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2
~ ] 1{M—imj D
Va . Xb
—4Uk —1 QP —l CO
2 2
Yb
—ICE
2
|Q
—2k —l CO
CI
—ltd
2
Xb
—ice
2
Pb
—2k —1 COX
tt
—4Uk —leo
2
Vb
—l CO
2
3 b
—l 63
2
jIZ
—l 67
2
where
Xa
—lN
2
Vb
—lN
2
0 ay 0 0
z (co) = 0 0 0 z(co)+z (co),vy
0 0 0
(3.15)
we find
Using the relations between the input and output fields,
]c„0 0 0 '
x '„'(co)=x '„(co),
4Uk+y ybx g (co)
y~ obs( ) y IN(
(3.18)
YQ
—lN
2 +lN
2k yb, Qybf'G(co) I E„ I~ IN( )
2
Vb
+N V$ +lN
Again it is necessary to shift the phase of the output
fields. The observed variables are then given by
x OUT(~)
VQ
+lN
Vg
—lN
2
X IN( (3.16)
(3.19)
Information on the signal quadrature X'„(t) is extracted
by heterodyne detection of the probe quadrature $'&(t).
The resulting noise spectrum is determined by
~~ OUT(~)
Vb
+lN
Vb
—lN
2
y~ IN( )
Vobs( ) @IN( )+
2
Vg
+N
VIN( )
(4vk )2y, yb
Vb
+N
VIN( )
4Uk +y ybo
VQ
—lN
2
Vb
—lN
2
2k»
- iN
X~ IN( )
2
V$
+N
+ ' . &I,( )1', ( )).yb I &, I '
2
Vb
+N
(3.20)
From this expression we may compare the dift'erent con-
tributions to the variance. The contribution from the
QND signal is
+yb~G(~) I &y I VQND( ) (4uk) y, ybT
V$
+N +N
V„' (co) . (3.21)
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The contribution from the squeezing of the probe is
4k ybV'Q( )= yIN( ) (3.22)
yQND y
ysQ
~ p yIN( )
V IN( )
(3.25)
and the contribution from phase noise (GAWBS) is
yi, IE, I'pG
V
+N
(3.23)
For N=O
yQND
6 P
yQND
ysQ
(3.26)
(3.27)
@AND
VG P
2
4uk Va
Va
+N
ylN( ) (3.24)
where pG —(f'a(cu)f'a(cu)) is a measure of the noise
spectrum of the GAUSS, assumed to be relatively in-
dependent of frequency. The relative contribution of the
QND signal to the other effects is
Thus the QND signal relative to both the GAWBS
noise and the squeezing contribution can be enhanced by
making y, g&yb. Thus it is advantageous to use a cavity
with a high finesse for the signal mode. A measure of the
QND effect is given by the correlation coefftcient
(g& obs(~)tg~ obs( ) )
IC=
yobs ( ) yobs (Xg
which, for the probe beam in a coherent state, is given by
C= 1+
2
Pa
+N
2
+N
(4uk) y, yb V„' (cu)
r
4k yb
2
~b
+N
ybpG IE. I
+
2
Vb
+N
27a
+N Vb +N
(4uk) y, yb V„' (cu) (3.28)
where the QND gain is
g QND( ) (4uk) y, yb
Vb
+N~a +N
%hen y, g&yb this approaches
gQND( ) yIN( )Xg
l+gQND( )yIN( ) (3.29)
(3.30)
+iftic[bf'b(t)e ' bf'b(t)e—' ], (4.2)
I
Note that we are assuming that only the probe cavity
mode, represented by the operator b, is coupled out of the
cavity to a probe input field. Let this probe input field
have a carrier frequency N~ not necessarily equal to Nb,
the resonant frequency of the nearest cavity mode. In a
frame rotating at frequency N the dynamics is described
by the Hamiltonian
A'(t)=fib, b b+ftX[4a ab b+(a a) +(b b) ]
Thus for suSciently large gain C~1, indicating a good
QND measurement of X'„(t) is possible.
IV. QND MEASUREMENT OF PHOTON NUMBER
+i fuc[b f' b(t) b f'b(t) ] . — (4.1)
Various schemes to make a QND measurement of the
photon number 6' =a a of a field mode have been suggest-
ed. ' These schemes make use of the optical Kerr effect
whereby the photon number of a signal mode causes a
phase shift of a probe beam. %e wish to describe such a
measurement in the cavity configuration.
%'e take the Harniltonian to be
8(t)=ficu, b b+fico, a a
+fIX[4atab'b+(a 'a)'+(b b)']
where 6=Nb —N . As 6'—=a a is a constant of theP
motion we take it to be the signal QND variable. We
point out that the interaction term in Eq. (4.2) contains
the additional terms (a a ) and (b b) which were
neglected in previous treatments. * These terms give rise
to self-phase modulation of the probe and signal.
As in previous sections we write f'(t) in terms of the
positive frequency components of the input field
1/2
b IN( I) (4.3)f'b(t) =
2
flNp
P IN(t) 2
AN
' 1/2
[b'N(t)e'"' —H. c. ] . (4.4b)
%e also define the input quadrature phase amplitudes by
' 1/2
fr IN(t) [b' (t)e ' +H c ], (4.4a. .
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The quantum stochastic differential equations are
'
=(b+4Xh. }$',+X($',h, +t, P, }dt
A.
Y1 —x Y]2
dY2
= —(b, +4Xe. )r",—n$', h, +e, $', )dt
(4.5a)
(4.5b)
(4.6}
where I 1s thc steady state lntracavlty intensity 111 units
of photon number, and I is the input intensity of the
probe in units of photon number per second. We now as-
sume that Eqs. (4.5a) and (4.5b) may be approximated by
the linear equations that result when nb is replaced by I„
the steady-state intracavity intensity. Thus
d f'i(t)
=(b, +2XI, +4Xh. ) $', (t)dt
where nb=b b. In order to make progress these non-
linear equations must be linearized at least to first order
in X. In the absence of the signal mode the intensity of
the cavity mode at frequency ~b has a bistable steady
state with the state equation"
(4.11)
&y', ( ))=0,
&y 2 (~))=& (~),
(4.12a)
(4.12b)
with A (0)»1. This corresponds to an input state with
a large coherent amplitude at the carrier frequency co .
Then
&y', "(~))=—G(~)~( )&h. ) .
The noise in the heterodyne is determined by
Vobs( ) & by~ obs( )tby~ obs( ) )
(4.13)
=G'(~)&fi,') V', (~)
+G (co)A (co)V(&, )+ Vy' (co)
—G ( rd ) & h, ) [ & by ' ( co ) b,y ', (co ) ) +c.c. ] .
is the QND gain. The quantity y (t) is measured by
heterodyne detection with a local oscillator at the carrier
frequency m . The frequency components of the resulting
signal are determined by y,' '(co). The condition for max-
imum gain co=0 corresponds to the homodyne beat with
the local oscillator.
Let us assume that the detection process is arranged to
respoiid to y i '(to) and further that the input field is
prepared in a state such that
$', (t) KP', (t), —
d&2(t)
= —(k+2+I, +4gh, )$, (t)
$', (t}-K$", (t) .
2 2
(4.7a}
(4.7b)
+ ViN( ) (4.15)
(4. 14)
If the input field has time stationary quadrature phase
noise (e.g., a squeezed, coherent, or thermal state) the last
term in Eq. (4.14) is zero. Thus
V~'b'(co) =G'(co) & tt, ) V~ (co)+G'(~) & '(~) V(tt, )
Let us further assume that the detuning 6 is chosen to
maximize the intracavity intensity at frequency ~b, that
is, we choose b= —2XI, . We then expand Y, (t) in their
positive and negative frequency components to obtain
—leo yi(to)= —4XRoy2(co) —Ky i (co), (4.8a)
ice y2(—co)=4Xh,yi(co) —Ky 2 (co) . (4.8b)
Solving Eqs. (4.8a) and (4.8b) to linear order in I and us-
ing
[~ OUT( } y~ iN( )]
If we assume that G (0)A (0}»1 then the signal-to-noise
ratio at maximum gain (co=0) is
s &~. )'
V(n, )
thus realizing a good QND measurement. Note that in
the cavity configuration the effective QND gain is given
by G "(co)= A (co)G(co); thus the cavity response
enhances the gain induced by the coherent component on
the input probe. In this case there is no real advantage in
preparing the probe in a squeezed state as both probe
quadrature variances contribute to the noise in Eq. (4.15).
V. CGNCLUSION
y i '(co)=y i (co)—G(co)tt, y ~z(co),
y ' '(~0)=y i (co)+G(co)tt,y ' (co),
~here y ', ' is related to y; by a phase shift and
(4.10a)
(4.10b)
We have given a broadband analysis of three QND
measurement schemes: (i) an ideal two-mode parametric
scheme, (ii) a four-mode scheme based on a third-order
nonlinearity in a fiber, and (iii) a photon number scheme
based on the optical Kerr CA'ect. The analysis shows that
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cavities may be used to enhance the QND gain. We have
also shown how squeezed states may be used to improve
the performance of the first and second schemes. In the
four-mode QND scheme we have shown that it is advan-
tageous to use a cavity for which the signal Snesse is
much larger than that for the probe. This enables the
QND gain to dominate GAWBS noise and interference
from squeezing of the probe beam.
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.4) [see Eq. (2.15) of Ref. 9.]
Thus
dA o"T(t)=U (t)[U (dt)A(t}U(dt) A—(t)]U(t), (A6)
where
U(dt)=exp — Ho—dt+~, [a dA (t) —H. c. j
APPENDIX
+xb[b dk t(t) —H. c. ] (A7)
A(t)= I f', (s)e ' ds,0
S(t):f f'&—(s)e " ds,
and the Ito differentials
d A (t)= A (t +dt) A(t)—,
dk(t) =S(t +dt) k(t) . —
(A la)
(A2a)
Using Eq. (2.9) (and the approximation implicit in this re-
sult) one finds that A(t} and B(t) obey the following
commutation relations:
[ A (t},A (t')j = [S(t),k (t')] =min(t, t') . (A3)
[dA(t), dA (t')]=[dk(t), dB (t')]=dt .
Following Ref. 9 the output operators A (t) and
(t) are defined as the Heisenberg form of the input
operators A (t) and S(t), for example,
A o"'(t)=U'(t)A(t)U(t), (A5)
where U(t) is the time evolution operator determined by
In this appendix we briefly describe the derivation of
the stochastic difFerential equations (2.10a), (2.10b),
(2.12a), and (2.12b). Further details may be found in
Refs. 8 and 9.
Define the integrated 6eld operators by
where Ho is the free Hamiltonian of the coupled internal
fields. Expanding the exponential in Eq. (A7) to second
order in ~, and as (and thus to first order in dt) and using
Eq. (A4) we find
d A " (t) =a.,a (t)dt+d A ' (t), (A8)
where a (t) = U (t)aU(t) Equ. ation (A8) is equivalent to
X', " (t)=~,X,(t)+X', (t)' (A9)
when written in terms of the quadrature phase operators.
Equation (2.12b) is derived in a similar way.
To derive Eq. (2.10a) we begin with
da(t) =U (t)[U (dt)aU(dt) a]U(t—) (A10)
2
da (t)=—[8o,a (t)]dt — a (t)dt —n d A (t),
which is equivalent to Eq. (2.10a). Equation (2.10b) is
found in a similar way.
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and once again expand U(dt) to second order in n, and
~b. The result is
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